THE UNIT EXPERIENCE BAND
HIP-HOP@50 MASH UP
WITH SPECIAL GUEST MC'S
PRODUCED BY DJ PHATTY BANKS

SILVER B TRIBUTE
WITH DAVE TOLLIVER OF MEN AT LARGE PERFORMANCE

RECOGNITION OF:
JAMES PORTIS II (ORIGINAL FESTIVAL DJ) & JAMES PORTIS III (YOUNGEST FESTIVAL DJ)

DJ HIP-HOP ERA SHOWCASES BY DJ CHICAGO, DJ SCRATCH MASTER L,
DJ COCO Z, DJ ELERY, DJ LILY JADE...

GRAFFITI BY MR. SOUL, DAYZ WHUN, ROSEVALADUCHI, LONDON...

B-BOY DANCE BY YOUTH RENAISSANCE COLLABORATION

HIP-HOP CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
MC CYPHERS BY MC CHILL, NOVA THE REBEL, SAUVE GODDI,
TLC, RAY JR., KING CHIP, MIKE BERRY, GOD PHIN, BIG KEYZ,
MID-WEST MAFIA, POOH GUTTA, QUEEN THUG,
BLOODSHOT216, SEMI, HUMBLE G, ARROGANT...

MIND MUSIC PERFORMANCES BY PREME DIBIASI,
AUNTIE PIGGY, AL FATZ, AYLAAH DIVINE, HARMONY PINKSTON,
YOUTH RENAISSANCE COLLABORATION (YRCMUSIC)...